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Introduction 

The University’s Online Shop is an e-Commerce solution for the sale of University products or services 
via the internet using a credit or debit card. Areas wishing to add a product to the Online Shop must 
complete the Online Shop Product Request Form and submit to Revenue Accounting. This procedure 
sets out the information that you need to provide. 

 
Procedure 

Open the Online Shop Product and Request Form and complete all mandatory fields: 
1. Contact Details - enter details of person / area requesting the product to be set up 
2. Store Name - from the drop-down list, select the relevant Online Store for your Business Unit, 

noting that some areas have more than one Store. If so, select the Store with the correct 
shipping option for the product you are selling e.g., pick up, post, or pick up, or no shipping 
(e.g., field trips, where it cannot be picked up or posted). A list of stores (with details on the 
shipping option for each store) can be found in on the 3rd tab of the form called Online Stores) 

3. Product Details - Name this will appear as the product title on the Online Shop 
4. Product Description - provide details about the product (or service) that the customer would 

need to know. This will be included in the Product Description (see example on page 2) 
5. Cancellation and Refund T&C - each product should clearly outline the terms and conditions for refunds 
6. Attachments - supporting documents could include course description/material, itinerary, program, flyer  
7. Approved image* - the University’s Photo Library should be the first place you go to find approved 

images to use on a University website 
8. Invisible link - target certain customers (e.g., a select group of students for a study tour) by selecting 

“Invisible link required”, once the product has been created a special link (called a deep link) will 
forwarded to you for distribution. This product will not be visible or searchable on the Online Shop         
and can only be accessed using the deep link 

9. Category - select a category e.g., Staff and Student Services, then select the subcategory (if 
applicable) from the drop-down list. If a suitable category or subcategory doesn’t exist, you can 
request one to be created by contacting finrevenue@adelaide.edu.au 

10. Product Price  
Internal or external 
shoppers 

Select if the product will be available for internal (staff & students) and/or 
external (public) shoppers. 
Note: you cannot set up a product that’ only available to public shoppers. 

Product definition  The product price must be excluding GST. You also have the option to 
present different prices for internal (staff & students) and external 
(public) customers. 

Negative Service 
Indicator (NSI) - 
students with 
outstanding debts 
owed to the 
University 

Students with an NSI can be excluded from purchasing the product by 
selecting an option from the drop-down list.  A list of the different 
indicators can be found on the 4th tab of the form, called NSI Options. If 
you are uncertain, please contact finrevenue@adelaide.edu.au 
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Note: Once the product has been made available, you can still make changes i.e. quantity or end 
date, however you cannot make any changes to the price. For any changes, contact 
finrevenue@adelaide.edu.au 

11. Project Code - enter the project code, department code and select the relevant Campus form the 
drop-down list to enable the creation of a new Online Shop charge code which will be used for 
your product. Please use the comments section to include additional information, such as if this 
a recurring product (e.g., sold every year) or an existing charge code exists for a previous year’s 
product, if so, please provide details. 
Note: if known, also include if the product has been classified as a Bundled (mixed GST) 
product. 

 
Example of a product description  

 
* Images: can also be sourced from free image websites or you can purchase images. It’s important to ensure you 
have authorisation to use an image and it’s not subject to copyright. There’s lots of helpful information, links to image 
websites and advice on resizing and cropping images in the University’s web guide 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Need help? 

For further support or questions, contact Finance on 8313 3414 or finprosupport@adelaide.edu.au 
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